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		This is a book for developers of all kinds. However, it has

	
		little to do with code. It doesn’t matter if you program in C#
	
		or Ruby or Python or PHP or Java or JavaScript or Action-
	
		Script. It doesn’t matter whether you’re working on
	
		databases, writing server-side code, or scripting the interface.
	
		This book is about everything that surrounds the professional
	
		developer beyond the bounds of markup and objects.
	

	
		That doesn’t mean we’ll leave programming in the dust,
	
		though. There will be some talk about code. However, when
	
		we talk about code, we’ll approach it in a less technical, far
	
		more holistic way. You won’t see a laundry list of best
	
		practices or design patterns. Plenty of books do a great job
	
		of that, and we’ll mention a few along the way.
	

	
		This book is about what real, modern-day programmers do
	
		to flourish in our industry. Let’s begin.
	
		The Developer's Code isn't about the code you write, it's about the code you live by.

		

		There are no trite superlatives here. Packed with lessons learned from more than a decade of software development experience, author Ka Wai Cheung takes you through the programming profession from nearly every angle to uncover ways of sustaining a healthy connection with your work.

		

		You'll see how to stay productive even on the longest projects. You'll create a workflow that works with you, not against you. And you'll learn how to deal with clients whose goals don't align with your own. If you don't handle them just right, issues such as these can crush even the most seasoned, motivated developer. But with the right approach, you can transcend these common problems and become the professional developer you want to be.

		

		In more than 50 nuggets of wisdom, you'll learn:

		

		Why many traditional approaches to process and development roles in this industry are wrong - and how to sniff them out.

		

		Why you must always say "no" to the software pet project and open-ended timelines.

		

		How to incorporate code generation into your development process, and why its benefits go far beyond just faster code output.

		

		What to do when your client or end user disagrees with an approach you believe in.

		

		How to pay your knowledge forward to future generations of programmers through teaching and evangelism.

		

		If you're in this industry for the long run, you'll be coming back to this book again and again.
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Solving Tough Problems: An Open Way of Talking, Listening, and Creating New RealitiesBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2004
ur most common way of solving problems-at home, at work, in our communities, in national and international affairs-is to use our expertise and authority to apply piece-by-piece, tried-and-true "best practices." This works for simple, familiar, uncontentious problems. But it doesn't work for the complex, unfamiliar, conflictual problems...
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Service-Oriented Modeling (SOA): Service Analysis, Design, and ArchitectureJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Answers to your most pressing SOA development questions
How do we start with service modeling? How do we analyze services for better reusability? Who should be involved? How do we create the best architecture model for our organization? This must-read for all enterprise leaders gives you all the answers and tools needed to develop a sound...
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JQuery 2.0 Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	Over 80 recipes providing modern solutions to web development problems with realworld examples


	About This Book

	
		Create solutions for common problems using best practice techniques
	
		Harness the power of jQuery to create better websites and web applications
	
		Break away from...
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Do Smart Adaptive Systems Exist?: Best Practice for Selection and Combination of Intelligent MethodsSpringer, 2005
Do Smart Adaptive Systems Exist? is intended as a reference and a guide summarising and focusing on best practices when using intelligent techniques and building systems requiring a degree of adaptation and intelligence.

It is therefore not intended as a collection of the most recent research results, but as a practical...
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Program Arcade Games: With Python and PygameApress, 2015

	
		
			Learn and use Python and PyGame to design and build cool arcade games. In Program Arcade Games: With Python and PyGame, Second Edition, Dr. Paul Vincent Craven teaches you how to create fun and simple quiz games; integrate and start using graphics; animate graphics; integrate and use game controllers; add sound and...
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Microprocessor Design: A Practical Guide from Design Planning to Manufacturing (Professional Engineering)McGraw-Hill, 2006

	
		Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.

	
	
		Gain a Working Knowledge of the Entire Microprocessor Design Flow

	
		This unique step-by-step guide is...
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